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INTRODUCTION 
To properly install, profitably operate, and economi· 
cally maintain high speed rotating machinery requires 
considerable skill, judgment, and experience. Excellent 
engineering references covering the mechanical design 
and the basic principles as applied to this class. of ma­
chinery can be found in many textbooks. Very few 
textbooks are available, however, which cover the engi· 
neering aspects as applied to installation, operating, and 
maintenance of this class of machinery. 
This collection of engineering notes, recording the 
combined skill and thinking of many people, has been 
assembled for the general guidance and training of men 
engaged in this class of work. It is hoped that this may 
be of interest and use to properly develop men who are 
called upon to install, operate, and maintain this class of 
machinery. 
This class of machinery, properly designed and built, 
and with proper installation, and given reasonable atten· 
tion and care, should give little trouble over long periods 
of time. Many outstanding records, made over the past 
years, amply demonstrate this fact. However, because of 
its ruggedness and reliability, this machinery is some· 
times improperly installed, and sometimes gets little at­
tention and care until serious trouble develops, or a fail­
ure causes a plant shutdown and focuses attention on the 
trouble or failure rather than on the underlying causes 
therefor. 
All machinery requires proper installation and rea· 
sonable attention and care if these troubles and failures 
are to be avoided. It is often observed that some installa­
tions are practically "trouble free" whereas identical 
machinery in other installations is continually giving 
trouble. Although it is obvious that some troubles or 
failures are purely accidental and do not reflect on instal­
lation, operation, and maintenance, it is equally obvious 
that "trouble free" installation are not accidental hut are 
the end result of skill, judgement, and eX•lerience of those 
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charged with installation, operation, and maintenance. 
Unsatisfactory performance, therefore, cannot always be 
attributed to "hard luck." 
Skillful installation, operation, and maintenance may 
be defined as the activity of extending the effective, useful 
life of machinery at the minimum cost. Cost as used 
herein must include not only the direct labor and material 
costs for this activity, but also the production losses 
resulting from either too long or unnecessary scheduled 
shutdowns and, particularly, unscheduled shutdowns. 
Only machinery in effective use can create profits. Idle 
or ineffective use of machinery can only absorb profits. 
Today's machinery can be characterized by rapid 
increase in range and complexity, as well as greater re· 
finements and exactness in manufacture. These factors, 
together. with advancing automation, today demand a 
far greater versatility of the people charged with and re· 
sponsible for these activities. In the past, an occasional 
malfunction of machinery resulting from any unusual 
condition (operating or otherwise) could perhaps be 
considered acceptable as an operator was probably avail­
able to quickly get the machine back into normal opera· 
tion. In the largely automatic plant today, SUCH MAL­
FUNCTIONING OF MACHINERY IS INTOLERABLE! 
Even though many skilled operators perform these activi· 
ties almost instinctively, aided and abetted by experience 
or repetition, both terms must be defined. "Experience" 
has been defined as learning by doing and/or observing 
by our senses as contrasted to learning by thinking. 
"Repetition" means repeating the same experience. For 
example, we all know many men who are credited with, 
say, twenty years' experience when in reality they have 
one month's experience repeated two hundred and forty 
times. These are the people who have had plenty of 
experiences but have not profited by them. The point 
is that no one can learn by experience alone; we must 
think out the experience; otherwise, we only repeat. More 
simply, experience is often negative-finding out how 
not to do. Thinking is always positive-thinking out how 
to do. Positive experience after thinking out the problem 
and then taking action gives confidence to the individual; 
repeating the action gives skill. 
As these particular notes do not deal with the design 
aspects of this class of machinery, we will primarily de­
vote our attention to those aspects which contribute to­
ward a "trouble free" installation-at the same time 
pointing out those factors which may result in unsatis· 
factory performance but which are not attributable to 
faulty design or workmanship in the design and building 
of the machinery itself. WE WILL, THEREFORE, 
START WITH THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE MA­
CHINERY ITSELF HAS BEEN PROPERLY AND 
CAREFULLY DESIGNED AND BUILT. 
It is to be noted that considerable emphasis has 
been placed on proper installation. As used herein, the 
installation includes plant layouts, piping layouts, and 
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foundations. together with the basic field erection and 
assemblv of th� prinicipal machinerY. piping, and nec­
essarY auxiliaries. This is the slartin!!" point for a 
· · trouble free .. installation as conditions vitally affectin£ 
installation. operation. and maintenance a�e thereb;· 
firmlv established: and in manv cases cannot easilv be 
rectified when once established. . 
. 
.\!though this paper is entitled "Repair Techinques 
of Rotor and Case Damage."' it should be self-evident that 
our primary emphasis �h�uld be directed toward pre· 
ventative repairs rather than on what we will call "ran­
dom repairs"' which frequentlv rely on "expediencv'' in 
makin!' the repair. It is for this reason that WE :\lUST 
OUTLINE THE BASIC ITEl\IS WHICH WILL ASSURE 
THAT THE MACHINERY ITSELF IS ALSO PROP­
ERLY AND CAREFULLY ERECTED AND STARTED 
UP. THIS IS A FACTOR WE CANNOT ASSU:\IE. 
As stated above, even with identical machinery we 
often observe wide differences in reliabilitv. This. reli­
abilitv is reflected in frequent unscheduled shutdowns. 
frequ.ent bearing replacements, frequent seal replacement, 
coupling problems, erratic vibration, etc. 
This comparison of relative total costs of mainten· 
ance between units may sometimes be made by compari· 
sons of maintenance costs of units in a given plant or by 
comparison with other plants utilizing the same or closely 
similar process and machinery. 
If we find that our total maintenance costs for a 
particular unit are in the lower range of such costs, we 
could proceed with repairs with few, if any, further 
reservations. 
If, however, we find that our total maintenance costs 
appear to be way out of line, we should first attempt 
to isolate the reasons therefor before proceeding with 
any repair. 
The possible variable factors in a comparison of total 
maintenance cost between identical machinery in closely 
similar processes are plant layout, foundations, and pip· 
ing layout. We, therefore, should examine and compare 
these possible variable factors in order to assess whether 
or not these variable factors may contribute to the high 
total maintenance costs before any repair is attempted. 
In my experience, there is usually general correlation 
between these variable factors and high total maintenance 
costs. 
To assist in assessing these factors, we outline below 
general criteria for plant layouts, foundations, and piping 
layouts. Too often, too little attention is focused on these 
items until serious trouble develops. 
GENERAL 
Proper installation is the first and most important 
requisite for satisfactory operation of high speed rotating 
machinery-and this fact cannot be over-emphasized. The 
rugged and simple construction of this class of machinery 
permits its operation under adverse and unfavorable con· 
ditions, but it is of primary interest to the purchaser to 
provide the best conditions possible in order that maxi­
mum service at minimum cost can be obtained. 
PLANT LAYOUT 
The principal machinery foundations, piping, wiring, 
and the necessary auxiliaries must be carefully located in 
the plant layout. Even where space is limited. skillful 
locating of the various pieces of equipment with an eve 
to future installation, operation. and maintenance is a far 
more effecti\·e 11·ay to provide for ease and convenience 
in installation. operation. and maintenance than anvthing 
the erector. the operator. and the maintenance men can 
do with a faulty plant lavout. It naturally follows that 
machinery which is easv to install. operate. and maintain 
will generallv be well-operated and well-maintained. Con· 
verselv, machinery which is difficult to install, operate, 
and maintain-because of a faulty plant layout-will gen· 
erally be poorly operated and maintained. 
FOUNDATIO�S 
Foundations for high speed rotating machinery need 
not be as' massive as foundations for reciprocating ma­
chinery; however, the foundation as a unit must be rigid 
to prevent relative distortion so as to permanently main­
tain the close shaft alignment necessary for satisfactory 
operation. To illustrate this point, it must be kept in 
mind that foundation loadings for solid bedrock may be 
upwards of 200 tons per square foot ; but for wet sand, 
the calculated loading should be reduced to approximately 
0.5 to 1.0 ton per square foot. 
W"here the foundation rests entirely on solid bedrock, 
the loading may be high ; and little relative distortion 
of the foundation is likely to occur. However, where the 
foundation rests on either firm clay or well-packed sand, 
it is obvious that differences in water level under portions 
of the support can easily result in relative foundation 
distortion-throwing the unit out of alignment. 
The foundation mu�t, therefore, provide a perma­
nently rigid, non-warping support for the unit. To attain 
this, all conditions surroundings the foundation should 
be uniform insofar as possible. The foundation should 
rest entirely on natural rock or entirely on solid earth. 
A foundation resting part on one and part on the other 
may warp due to settling of part of the foundation sup­
port, or may be distorted by unequal pressures due to the 
differences in ground water level. Foundations support· 
ed on piling should have a rigid continuous cap over 
the piling on which the foundation rests. A foundation 
resting on a non-continuous or flexible cap may warp 
due to settling of one part of the support with respect to 
the others, or the cap may become warped due to differ· 
ences in ground water level. 
One case is known where a unit with a non-contin­
uous piling cap had sufficient relative movement between 
the various sections of the piling caps to distort the 
foundation %". It should also be noted that no percep· 
tible cracking of the foundation superstructure could be 
detected even with this distortion, even though warpage 
of upwards of lfs" occurred overnight! 
The temperatures surrounding the foundation should 
likewise be uniform to avoid unequal temperature dis· 
tortion. A case is known where a concrete foundation 
distorted sufficiently to cause .060" misalignment, the 
result of uneven basement heating! 
The foundation should be sufficiently massive so 
that it will absorb, to a large extent, vibration of the units 
installed on it. Likewise, it preferably should be isolated 
from all other structures and arranged so that outside 
vibrations are not transmitted to it. 
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Some foundations. especially fabricated steel struc­
tures. may contain component parts haYing a natural 
period of \·ibration which closely matches the operating 
:;peed of the units and contributes in magnifYing anv 
\·ibration present. The best correction in these cases is 
to stiffen the structure so as to change the natural period 
of vibration. 
PI PING LAYOUT 
On most high speed rotating machinerv, the p1pmg 
connections are large compared to the size of the ma­
chinery with the result that piping forces of very large 
magnitude can easily be imposed on the machinery. \Yith 
;.m adequate foundation. these are the onlv external forces 
which can disturb a proper shaft align�ent-when once 
made; therefore, the importance of a proper piping lay­
out and the proper installation of the piping cannot be 
over-emphasized. 
Piping for high speed rotating machinery should in 
general be as short and direct as possible in order to 
minimize cost, radiation, and pressure losses: but at the 
same time must be laid out and designed so that no 
substantial forces will be imposed on the machinery 
casings due to expansion and contraction, by the weight, 
or by internal pressure reactions of the· piping. Many 
times compromises, which in effect extend the piping 
runs, may have to be made to minimize the resultant 
piping forces on the machinery casings, or to provide 
for ease and convenience in installation of the piping, 
or to provide for ease and convenience in installation, 
operation, and maintenance of the machinery. 
It should be noted that a proper piping layout is a 
far more effective way of accomplishing the objective 
of preventing the piping-under any condition of opera­
tion-from imposing severe strains on the equipment than 
anything the erector can do with a faulty piping layout. 
Careful workmanship can prevent initial piping strains 
being imposed on the machinery, but any subsequent 
movement or warpage of the piping can easily defeat the 
best efforts of the erector. 
PIPING 
As the piping for high speed rotating machinery is 
large compared to the size of the unit, the piping must 
be carefully aligned with the unit ; otherwise, residual 
forces of sufficient magnitude and direction may be im­
posed on the unit thereby forcing it out of alignment. 
This particularly is true if the residual forces are trans� 
verse to the unit, or if they impose twisting moments on· 
the unit. Resultant residual vertical forces symmetrical 
with the shaft centerline, or resultant residual horizon­
tal forces concentric with the shaft centerline, are gen­
erally less likely to cause alignment difficulties. How­
ever, the resultant residual forces should always be in­
vestigated with respect to the casing anchorages--due to 
differences in design between various units. 
The piping on high speed rotating machinery should 
be aligned and supported so that, at operating temper· 
ature, the connecting flanges between the unit and the 
piping should be parallel within .010" with the flange 
bolting removed and concentric with the bolt holes 
matched, so that he flange bolts can freely be insterted 
or removed by hand with no additional forces on the 
piping to bring the flanges square and concentric, or to 
bring the flanges together or to push them apart. 
\\'here stress consideration will not permit ·'walking 
the pipe·· by heat or otherwise. a thin transition piece 
may be incorporated between the flanges and machined 
to u:et the flanu:es �quare within the limit u:iven above. 
In �aking up the piping, alwaYs begin at th� header and 
make the last connection to the unit flange. 
·l�ITIAL PREPARATION A�D PLANNING 
Having assumed that the machinerv is properly de­
signed and carefully built, and assured of a proper and 
careful erection and startup, we will now outline the 
major repair techniques to take care of repairs to both 
the rotor and the stator. As indicated earlier. we want 
to consider repairs during a planned "turnaround"-not 
"random" repairs which are frequently done on an 
"emergency" basis and where technique� are sometimes 
used which are questionable and should only be used in 
emergencies. These will be covered later in these notes. 
To plan for a "turnaround," one must be guided 
by the operating history of the given plant and, if it is the 
first ·'turnaround," by conditions found in other plants 
utilizing the same or closely similar process and machin­
ery. This is how the time between subsequent "turn­
arounds" has been extended to three years or more in 
many instances. 
By utilizing the operating history and inspections 
at previous "turnarounds" at this or similar installations, 
one can get a fair idea of what parts are most likely to 
be found deteriorated and, therefore, must be replaced 
and/ or repaired, and what other work should be done 
to the unit while it is down. It should be pointed out 
that, with modern turbomachinery, items such as bear­
ings, seals, etc., which are precision made, are seldom 
if ever repaired except in an emergency ; such items are 
replaced with new parts. 
This means that parts must be ordered in advance 
of the "turnaround" and other work must be planned for 
so that the whole operation will proceed smoothly-and 
without holdups which could have been foreseen. This 
usually means close collaboration with the manufacturer 
or his service shop representative so that handling facili· 
ties, service men, parts, cleaning facilities, inspection 
facilities, chrome plating and/ or metalizing facilities, 
balancing facilities, etc., are available--and will be open 
for production at the proper time required. This is the 
planning which must be done in detail before the shut­
down with sufficient lead time available in order to have 
replacement parts available at the job site. 
DISASSEMBLY OF THE UNIT 
A starting point in major repair operations is, of 
course, disassembly of the unit; and this gives us a 
rational starting point. 
Hopefully, proper overhead cranes and laydown 
space have been provided. To this we must add ancillary 
equipment such as lifting rigs with at least three hand­
operated chain hoists or equivalent so that the top half 
can be properly leveled. As most of you know, the 
clearances on turbomachinery are as small as possible 
so fairly precise leveling is a must. Secondly, the crane 
should be geared for very slow and steady hoisting or 
lowering; and this precludes the use of "long boom" 
mobile cranes although they are frequently used but are 
certainly not recommended by the writer. The hazards 
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"f �erious d ama!!e to the machinerY us i n!! ion!! boom 
:nobile cranes ar:e. in rm· judpnent.. just t;o C'r�at. 
.\s the top half of the unit is beini! raised. the �aps 
!Jet'' f'en top and bottom ilange faces should be period ­
icalh checked to assure that the top half is indeed comin� 
up square. Luide studs are generally recommended to 
;I�;;ure a o'lraid1t up lift after the top half is free from 
the do11·ek Once the top kdf is free from the rotor. 
it can be lo11ered to nail-free cribbing and prepared to 
roll o1·er. 
To roll n1·er such a unit. assuming that the len�th is 
J.!reater than the 11 idth. it is preferable to use a crane 
11 i th t11·o hoists and roll o1·er parallel to the axis of the 
crane using the main hoist and a single looped cable so 
attached to the casing that it cannot slip off as the lop 
half rolls over center and starts downward. :\ similar 
looped cable should be attached to the other end and 
using the auxiliary hoist slowly lift the down end and, 
either bv operation of the auxiliary hoist or b1· operation 
of the main hoist, approximately level and set the inverted 
top half on cribbing so that it can be convenientlY worked 
on. 
Depending on the internal conditions a·s found. the 
diaphra�m labyrinth or other packing should be removed 
and. if it shows no appreciable wear, cleaned up, inspect­
ed. and stored in marked packages in a floor area re-
sen·ed for the parts. 
· 
Diaphragms should also be removed, cleaned up, 
inspected, and stored for reassembly. This same proce­
dure applies to all other parts from both halves. Inspec· 
tion should be visual, dimensional, and, if any cracks 
aTe "suspected" in the diaphragms, magnaflux-inspected 
as welL 
After the casing seals have been removed, the rotor 
is readv to be lifted from the casing. A lifting rig is 
helpful here, but otherwise one end can be attached di­
rectlv to the main hoist and the other end to the main 
hoist also but through a manual hoist to assure leveling 
as the unit is raised. Again the lift must also be square 
and a careful watch made as the rotor lifts off the bot­
tom half hearings to assure that it is indeed coming up 
straight and square. The rotors in most cases are not so 
heavy as the other assembled stator parts and, conse· 
quently, can be guided by hand. 
Horses or equivalents should be available for low­
ering the rotor onto. The rotor should rest on the bear­
ing journals which must be protected by soft packing or 
equivalent to avoid any marring of the journals. 
If the rotor is reasonably clean, it is ready for visual 
inspection. The things to look for are journal scoring, 
packing rubs, wheel rubs, etc. If these appear to be 
very light, the rotor is ready for indication using a 
device as shown in Figure l, and using a ball axial locat­
ing device, i.e. a spring, say 5-10# spring scale. lightly 
compressed to hold the ball up against a ground flat sur­
face such as a %" x %" lathe tool bit. The parts to be 
indicated are wheel wobble and wheel roundness at the 
packing surfaces and thrust collar run-out. The rotor 
shaft should be indicated at about the middle of the rotor 
and should run true about .002" to .004" T.I.R. Most 
manufacturers have established standards and have limits 
for these run-outs. These should he followed and, if any 
readings are questionable, the manufacturer should be 
consulted. 
[ f the shaft does indeed haYe a permanent bow in 
e;..:cess oi the manufacturer-s limit or if there is evidence 
of wheel distress. the rotor must be disassembled. Sim­
ilarh·. if the journals or seal surfaces on the shaft are 
badlv scored. diassembly in most cases is indicated. 
:\SSDIBLY X'W DIS.-\SSE:.\IBL Y 
OF TCRBO:\IACHINERY ROTORS 
:\ rotor assembh· should be made so that the center­
lines of both the whe.els and shaft 11·ill remain 1vhollv and 
exactlv coincident at all speeds within the possible �ange 
of operation. To accomplish this. heavy uniform shrinks 
are used and this alone requires a heating and I or cooling 
process or sometimes in extreme case� a c�mhinatio� 
process. Assembly by hydraulic and/or mechanical proc­
esses is usually impracticable although it is sometimes 
used for couplings and overhung wheels. 
In anv heating and cooling process, if done uni­
formly, the metal will be distorted without imposing any 
appreciable thermal stresses. It is self-evident that high 
thermal stresses can be imposed if the heating and cool­
ing processes are not uniform to any marked degree. A 
case is known where a turbine wheel of about normal 
proportions with a 6" bore had the bore permanently 
reduced in diameter about .060". This resulted from 
attempting to heat the wheel in a blacksmith forge in 
which case the center 11· as over-heated while the rim was 
cooL Although this method of reducing bores is some­
times utilized, it is obvious that it sets up stresses beyond 
the elastic limit and is only mentioned to point this out. 
Even under the best controlled conditions, the heat­
ing and cooling will not be uniform to a degree. The 
basic solution to successfully assemble and disassemble 
rotors is, therefore, to keep all conditions as uniform as is 
possible. And it must be kept in mind that even so, 
some permanent deformation can generally be expected 
which will result in a rotor which is not whollv true. 
To obtain usable rotors, this deformation must he kept to 
a minimum and this points to the following. 
On anv units where the axial length of the wheel is 
large compared to the shaft bore, say, on L/D ratio of 
0.20 or larger, the rotor should always be placed with 
the shaft in a true vertical position for either assembly 
and/or disassembly. As a matter of fact, most rotors are 
usually placed in this position for disassembly anyway 
for the simp1e reason that the rotor can be rotated while 
heat is applied to the wheel, thus insuring more uniform 
heat distribution through the wheel, and so that the 
wheel will automatically drop off when the fit is reduced 
by heat. 
It is to be noted that the basic solution to successful 
assembly of rotors is to keep all conditions as uniform 
as is possible. We will point out those conditions where 
this uniformity must be checked before assembly is 
started: 
l. The key must be tried in keyways in the shaft 
and the wheel, and must be a reasonably line-to-line fit 
in the shaft keyway and slightly loose in the wheel key· 
way. Tight keys in the shaft keyway of themselves can 
cause shaft bending. The key should be slightly loose at 
the top as here again a tight key can cause bending. 
2. The keyway must be straight with the shaft both 
in length and in depth. If two or more keys are used 
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111 each 11 heel. then all of the above precautions must be 
taken an d .  in additio n . the keY\I·av 5 pacin c: for both the 
,,·heels and the shalt must exacth· match. Here a!!ain. 
dif ferences in matchinc: as little .as .UOl" ,_·an result in 
shaft distortion. 
� 
:3. \'"o lubricant or anti -galling compound ;;hould 
be used on the shaft durin£ assemblv for the reason that 
this ma1· interfere 11ith th; heat tra�sfer irom the 11 heel 
to the slwft ancl result in unequal heatinl! and or coolinc:. 
To pre1 ·ent hurrs and galling of the shah and 11 heels. ail 
sharp corners should be radiused smooth before attempt­
ing anv assemblv. .-\nv burrs raised bY previouslY as­
sembled wheels should be carefully removed and the 
surfaces smoothed out. 
. 
-+. A pin gauge made to a micrometer measurement 
of about .001" per inch larger than the shaft diameter 
at the 11·heel fit should be available for checkin£ the 
11 heel bore before anv assembly shrinking is atte�pted. 
To this allowance. it is well to add an additional allow­
ance to compensate possible cooling \1 h ile mo1·ing the 
11 heel from the furnace to the Assemblv and Disassemblv 
Rig (see Figures 2. 3, and ..J. I. 
. · 
S. The preferable method of heating the wheel for 
assemblv is in a horizontal furnace where the tempera­
ture can he carefullv controlled. Under such conditions. 
the usual geometry �f both compressor and turbine 11 heels 
is such that thev will generally be heated so that the rim 
will expand slightly ahead of the hub section and tend 
to lift the hub section outward. Where 1ve have long 
and heavy hub sections, extreme care must be taken t� 
not attempt too rapid a rate of heating because under 
such conditions the bore of the hub can heat up ahead 
of the hub section and result in a permanent inward 
growth of the bore as explained above. Anyone 11·ho has 
permanently "shrunk in" the bores of couplings is aware 
of how easy this can be done. The basic solution here 
is uniform and slow heat rates, especially 11·here heavv 
hub sections are encountered. 
6. An alternate method of heating wheels is bY use 
of a gas ring which should, in generaL be made a diam­
eter which will be equal to the mass center of the wheel 
only. Here again, the rate of heating must be carefully 
controlled for the reasons as given above. 
7. For assembly, temperatures in the wheel bore 
hub and rim section can easily be monitored. The im­
portant thing to keep in mind is that the bore tempera­
ture must not get ahead of the hub or rim temperature 
by more than 10-l5°F. Temperatures around the shaft 
centerline of the wheel must be kept within l0°F at any 
radius, but some stratification along this centerline is 
permissible, provided it does not exceed 30°F. For 
large wheels, this points toward horizontal furnaces: but 
vertical furnaces can be used but generally should be 
equipped with a turning device to keep all temperatures 
at any radius from the shaft centerline within the limits 
given above. 
The equipment necessary to do this work is fairly 
simple but must be carefully designed so that when a 
shaft is supported from the crane or hoist. it will be truly 
vertical. When extremely large turbine wheels are placed 
on the equalizing springs, the wheel must be truly hori­
zontaL etc. 
8. For long shafts, a pit should be available for 
ease in assembly; and for extremely large turbine wheels, Figure 2. Assembly and Disassembly Rig. 
( 
c 
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Figure 4. SU:mds for Holding Rotor m Horizontal Position. 
I, r 
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the \1 heels should be supported horizontallv at three equal­
ized points 11ith hYdraulic-jack-supported. uniform 
•pnn�s. The eq ualizin� opring:s used should Le the 
11 eakest p ossible but sho.uid be checked 11·ith the 11·heel 
on them before shrinka�e is attempted . The sprin� com­
pression 11·ith the wheel alone should be no more than 
:;()'.; of the total free compression. This 11 ill permit up­
ll·;ud forces on the wheel of 2 x g: 1vithout the springs 
becominrr coil bound. ObYiously the tops of the springs 
o'hould be level with one another. 
0. The hydraulic jack support should be placed 
11 ith the jacks in approximately mid position and locked. 
10. The heated wheel should be bore checked at 
about the center of the bore and as soon as the pin gauge 
can be inserted freelv into the wheel bore. the 11·heel 
should be quicklv mo�ed to the support structure and the 
shaft with keys in place should be quickly dropped into 
the 11·heel bore. The jack pressure should be noted: and 
when the shaft is approximately fullv into position to the 
11 heel fit the hydraulic jacks should be raised until the 
jack pressure registers two times the pressure required 
to support the wheel alone. This pressure should be 
maintained on the wheel until it has fullv rrrabbed the 
shaft, but frequent jack adjustments must 'be made to 
keep the jack pressure uniform. Actually, the rotor 
should he fully cooled in this position, using normal air 
circulation. 
ll. Artificial cooling of the wheel during assembly 
must be resorted to if the geometry of the wheel on both 
sides of the vertical centerline is different and/or if it 
is necessary to accurately locate the turbine wheel in a 
given fixed axial position. This latter requirement is 
generally the case. This requirement necessitates that 
artificial air cooling, using air under pressure, must be 
immediately applied after the wheel is in place. The 
side of the wheel where air cooling is applied is nearest 
to the fixed locating and/or support point. 
For centrifugal compressor wheels where the geom­
etry on both sides of the vertical centerline is widely 
different and where the wmal assembly is to insert the 
shaft into the hot wheel with inlet down, then the inlet 
side of the wheel must be heated after the wheel is in 
place with water cooling applied to the disc side of the 
wheel. The purpose of this is to have the heavy section 
of the hub grab first and pull the light section toward 
it as the wheel is shrinking onto the shaft. Unless this 
artificial heating and cooling is applied, the light section 
will seat first and will walk the heavy section away from 
the axial fit as much as .0-1-0" -.050" for large wheels. 
12. To disassemble rotors, naturally the parts do 
not have to be checked for uniformity but should be 
carefully marked as taken apart so that identical parts 
can be replaced in the proper position. 
To heat the wheel, provide a gas ring made as de­
scribed above. The rotor should be suspended vertically 
from a quick-acting hoist with the gas ring lightly sup­
ported just below the wheel so that the wheel when 
loose from the shaft can drop a short distance to a wheel 
support. Just as soon as this happens, the quick-acting 
hoist must be activated until the wheel becomes free of 
the shaft fit. 
13. As an addition to this for ease in disassembly, 
a pit with a vertical cylindrical tank with circulating 
11·ater connections deep enou!:':h to accommodate the maxi­
mum free ieng:th of the shaft "hould be provided. This 
additionaih· hcts the advantarre that the free end of the 
� haft C3n Le kept cool 11hile
. 
the 11 heel is bein!! heated. 
The impc•rtant thinp: to be remembered 11·hen removing 
11· heels i3 that the heat must be applied quicklv to the 
rim section first and after that has been heated-then to 
the hub " ff tion startinrr at the outside. :\'EVER APPLY 
HEAT TO\\'ARD THE BORE WITH THE REMAINDER 
OF THE \\'HEEL COOL. 
1-J.. If the first trial is successful, thoroughly cool 
the en tire 11 heel and shaft BEFORE starting the second 
attempt. 
Although the above may appear to be complex, if 
the method of application of heat is thoroughly under­
stood and if all preparations have been completed before 
starting. 11·heel assembly and removal is fairly simple. 
Also, if the method of application of heat is understood, 
heating torches can often be used to advantage during 
disassmblv to supplement the heat from the gas ring to 
attain rapid heating of the wheel. When this is done, 
use several torches and slowly and uniformly rotate the 
1·ertical assembly to ensure uniform heating of the wheel. 
15. Assembly and disassembly of turbomachinery 
rotors can be performed in the field if equipment and 
facilities are available. However, the equipment needed 
and facilities required in the usual case can only be 
found in manufacturing or service shops. 
As a matter of interest, the writer used the above 
data in a plant in England where, after we had trained 
the personnel and provided the equipment, they were 
able on their own to completely assemble new units and 
to diassemble, inspect, clean, and reassemble and balance 
rotors for a wide range of sizes. 
Successful straightening of bent rotor shafts which 
are permanently warped has been practiced for the past 
forty or more years, the success generally depending on 
the character of the stresses which caused the shaft to 
bend. 
In general, if the stresses causing the bend are inher­
ent in character, resulting from improper forging, rolling, 
heat treating, thermal stress relieving, and/or machining 
operations, then the straightening will generally be only 
temporary in character and will generally be unsuccessful. 
If, however, the forging, rolling, heat treating, stress 
relieving, and/ or machining operations have been prop­
erly carried out and no inherent stresses remain and a 
bent shaft results from stresses set up by a heavy rub in 
operation-by unequal surface stresses set up by heavy 
shrink fits on the shaft,-by stresses set up by misalign­
ment,-or by stresses set up by improper handling, then 
the straightening will generally be permanent in charac­
ter and may be attempted with good chances of success. 
Before attempting to straighten a shaft, first deter­
mine, if possible, how the bend was produced. If the 
bend was produced by an inherent stress, relieved during 
!he machining operation ; during heat proofing or on the 
Grst application of heat during the initial startup; or by 
vibration during shipment-then straightening should 
only be attempted as an emergency measure, with the 
chances of success open to serious question. 
t) O P R O CEEDINGS O F  T H E  SECOND T l" R BOiVIACHI N E RY SYMPOSIUM 
The first  th ing to do.  therefore. is to carefullv indi ­
c ate the shaft  and 7'map· ·  the bend or  bends to  determine 
exactlv where thev occur and their masmi tude. I n  trans­
mi ttin.!r this  information . care should b� taken to ident i fy 
the re�din!rs as · ·actual" or "indicator" values. With th{s 
informati o� . a knowledge of the shaft available. the 
method used for  s traightening can be selected.  
For medium carbon steel shafts ( carbon . 30 to  . 50 )  
three general  methods of  strai ghtening t h e  shaft are 
;wailable.  Shafts made o f  high alloy or s tainless steel 
should n ot b e  straightened except on special  instructions 
which can onlv be  given for individual cases. 
The PEENING METHOD used for s traightening  
carbon s teel shafts consists of peenin g  the  conc�ve sid� 
of the bend at the bend. This method is generally the 
most satisfactory where shafts of small di ameters are 
concerned-say ·shaft diameters of 4" or less. I t  is  also 
the preferred-in many cases, the only-method of 
straightening shafts which are bent at the point where 
the shaft section is abrutply changed such as at  fillets , 
ends of kevways, etc. By using a round end tool  ground 
to about the same radius as the fillet and a 2% lb .  
machinist's h ammer, shafts which are bent in fillets can 
be s traightened with hardly any marking on the shaft.  
Peening results in cold working of the metal, elongating  
the fibres surrounding the  spot  peened and sett ing u p  
compression s tresses which balance stresses in the oppo­
site side o f  the shaft thereby straightening the shaft. 
The peening method is the preferred method of  straigh t­
ening shafts bent by heavy shrink stresses such as some­
times occur when shrinking turbine wheels on the shaft. 
Peening the shaft with a light  ( %  lb. ) peening hammer 
near the wheel will often stress-relieve the shrink stresses 
causing the bend without setting up balancing stresses. 
The HEATING METHO D  used for straighten ing 
carbon s teel shafts consists of applying heat  to the convex 
side of  the bend. This method is generally the most sat­
isfactory where shafts of large diameters are concerned­
say shaft diameters of 4%" or more. It is also the pre­
ferred method of straighening shafts of very large diam­
eters or of straightening shafts where the bend occurs 
in  a constant diameter portion of the shaft ( say between 
wheels ) ; but is  generally not applicable for shafts of 
small diameter or if  the bend occurs at a region of rapidly 
chan ging shaft section. Because this method partially 
utilizes the c ompressive stresses set up by the weight o f  
the rotor, i t s  application i s  limited and care m u s t  be  taken 
to properly support the shaft. 
The shaft bend should be mapped and the shaft 
placed h orizontally with the convex side of  the bend 
placed on top. The shaft should be supported s o  th a t  
t h e  convex s i d e  of the bend will h ave the maximum pos· 
sible compression stress available from the weight of the 
rotor. For this reason, shafts having bends beyond the 
j ournals  should be supported in lathe centers. Shafts 
with bends between the j ournals can usually be supported 
in the j ournals ; however, if the bend is close to the 
j ournal,  it is preferable to support the shaft in centers 
so  as to get the m aximum possible compression stress at 
the convex side of the bend. In no event should the shaft 
be supported horizontally with the high spot on top and 
the support directly under the b end as this will put tension 
s tresses at the point to be heated and heating will gener­
aUy permanently increase the bend. Shafts can he 
s trai ghtened by  not ut ilizin g the compressive stress due 
to  the w eigh t  of  the rotor but  this method wi ll be describ­
ed later. , _  
To s traigh ten carbon steel shafts us ing  the heating 
method.  the sh aft should be  placed as outlined above 
and indicators placed on each side o f  the point to  be 
heated. Heat should be quickly applied to a spot about 
two to  three inches in diameter usin g a welding tip of 
an o w-acetylene torch.  Heat should be applied evenly 
and s teadily carefully watching the indicators until the 
bend in the shaft has about tripled its previous value. 
This may only require perhaps 3 to  30 seconds, so that 
care must be  taken to closely observe the indicators.  The 
shaft should then be evenly cooled and indicated . If the 
bend has been reduced, �epeat the procedure until the 
shaft has been straightened. If, however, no progress 
has been made, increase the heat bend as determined 
by the indicators in steps of about .010" to  .020" or 
until the shaft spot heated approaches a cherry red. If 
results are not obtained on the third or fourth try, using 
heat, a different method must be substituted. 
The action of heat applied to straighten shafts as 
described above is that the fibres surrounding the heated 
spot are placed in compression by the weight of the rotor ; 
the compression due to the expansion ; and the resistance 
of  the o ther fibres in the shaft. As the metal is heated, 
i ts c ompressive stren gth decreases so  that ultimately the 
metal in the heated spot is  given a permanent compres­
sion set. This makes the fibres on this side shorter and 
b y  tension they counterbalance tension stresses on the op­
posite side of  the shaft thereby straightening it. 
The HEATING AND COOLING method of straight­
ening shafts is  especially applicable to large shafts, which 
cannot be supported so as to get appreciable compression 
s tresses at  the point of the bend. This method consists 
of applyin g extreme cold ( say, using dry ice)  on the 
convex side of  a bend and then quickly heating the con­
cave side of  the bend. This method is  especially appli­
c able to straightening shaft ends beyond the j ournals 
or of  large vertical shafts which are bent anywhere. 
The action is  that the shaft side h aving the long 
fibres is artificially contracted by the application of cold. 
Then this sets up a tension stress in the fibres on the 
opposi te side which, when heated, lose their s trength and 
are elon gated at the point heated. This sets up com­
pression stresses in the concave side which balance the 
compression stresses in the opposite side. Indicators 
should also be used for this method of shaft straightening, 
-first bending the shaft i n  the opposite direction from 
the initial bend, about twice the amount of the initial 
bend,-by using dry ice on the convex side,-and then 
quickly applying heat with an oxy-acetyline torch to a 
small spot on the concave side. 
Various shafts of turbines and turbine-generator 
units have been successfully straightened using one meth­
od or another of straightening. These include several 
5000 KW turbine-generator units, one 6000 KW unit, and 
many smaller units. Other manufacturers of turbines 
· and other equipment have long used these straightening 
procedures. The same procedures h ave also been used 
by the U.S. Navy and other users to straighten shafts. 
With sufficient care, a shaft may be straightened to .0005" 
or less, ( .001 " indicator readin g ) . This is generally 
satisfactory. 
r ' . 
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RESTO RING \\"OR�. ERO D E D  AND , OR 
CORRO D E D  SHAFTS 0� TLRBOMACHE\ERY 
Wear in machine p arts is  reduced by proper desit,>n , 
proper o perating p r ocedures.  and proper preventat ive 
maintenance. In spite  of  this,  certain p arts on  turbines 
and associated high speed r otatin g machinerY shafts such 
as j ournal surfaces. p ackin g ring surfaces, etc. ,  mav be­
c ome worn,  scored. eroded.  and / or c orroded to  such a 
degree that refinishing o f  the  surfaces is the only alter­
native to renewal of the shaft in  order to  restore the uni t  
to a normal serviceable condit ion.  
Within limits, these j ournal or  p acking  ring surfaces 
of shafts can be refinished to a good surface by turnin g 
down and grinding to a good finish ; b u t  this immediatelv 
in troduces the requiremen t of  special o dd-size bearin gs 
and I or shaft sealing r ings,  n o t  generally carried in the 
machine builder's stock. S u ch special odd-size r enew al 
parts are more costly than standard size parts-and in 
general cann o t  be  furnished by the machine builder 
except on a long term shipping b asis .  For these reasons 
the turning down o f  shaft  j ou rn als o r  packin g ring sur­
faces is  not recommended except in an  extreme emer­
gency. 
Fusion or  braze weldin g cannot safely be resorted to 
to restore these worn or  scored shaft surfaces to their 
ori ginal dimensions b ecause of the p ossibili ty of shaft 
warpage. New sh afts , even if  separate  from the o ther 
parts of  the rotor,  present problems in field disassembly 
and assembly, requiri n g  specially skilled personnel and 
equipment.  In additi on ,  in many of these units the shaft 
is integral wi th the ro tor ,  h ence obtaining a replacement 
shaft is  extremely costly and may b e  prohibitive from an 
outage time standpoint .  
The progress in the ar t  of  metal  spraying within the 
past forty years h as made i t  possible to s afely and quickly 
res tore these worn or scored shaft surfaces to their orig­
inal dimensions, and this alon e is  perhaps the greatest 
single factor in reducing maintenance and repair costs 
of this class of equipmen t. Moreover, since most of these 
shafts are of ordinary carbon or alloy steel and are 
subj ect  to corrosion and / or abrasion at  the j ourn al and 
packin g ring surfaces,  metal spraying of these surfaces 
with an abrasion· and corrosion-resisting metal may result 
in a restored shaft which i s  superior to the original shaft. 
In fact, many rotors are now built with the packing 
surfaces metal -sprayed w i th a hard s tainless steel to 
eliminate corrosion and r educe abrasion at these surfaces. 
To b etter understand, the useful applications and 
limitations of sprayed metal, i t  is  necessary to briefly 
examine i ts structure. Sprayed metal consists of tiny 
laminar particles j oined together and to the parent metal 
by interlockin g and oxide cementation.  The surface of 
the parent metal must,  therefore, be prepared in such 
a way that it  is covered w i th tiny anchorages into which 
the laminar  particles c an interlock themselves . The 
surface must also b e  free of rust, dirt, oil, grease, etc. 
Sprayed metal i s  inherently more porous than the 
usual forms of the same metal and, therefore, minimum 
thickness coatings are required to make them impervious 
to moisture and corrosive agents which might  attack the 
parent metal. The minimum thickness for p acking sur-
faces on rotor shafts is  approximately .030" . 
The porosity of sprayed metal reduces i ts resistance 
to indentation but its a brasion-resistance is  generally 
grea ter than the same metal  in  the usual forms. This 
m akes i t  par t icularly applicable for packing and j ournal  
surfaces .  Similarlv,  i t  is not  sui table for applications 
under con cen trated or  very h igh compressive stress in­
tensi ty as  would occur on cams or  cam rollers o r  on 
turbi�e shafts under the turbine wheels . Also, in general , 
metalizing is n o t  recommended for applications under 
more moderate compressive stress-bu t  which are requir­
ed to  transmit  torque .  Therefore. it is not to be used to 
build up sh afts o r  couplin gs to �estore couplin g fits or 
under gears o r  pinions to  res tore those fits . 
Under special ci rcumstances, metalizing m ay be used 
to restore shafts under light anti -friction bearin g fits ; 
but it is usually simpler and generally more satisfactory 
to use chrome plati n g  for this purpose as the amount to 
be built up is  usu ally only of the order of a few thou­
sandths on the radius. Chrome plating  is ,  therefore, 
the recommended method to be used for building up 
shafts, couplings,  turbine wheels, o r  blower impellers to 
restore f i ts ; PROVIDED that the plated surfaces are 
accurately gr ound to size ; and FURTHER PROVIDED 
that  the final ground size radial thickness of the chrome 
platin g does not exceed .007" to .010" . Chrome plating 
for radial thickness in excess of these may require mul­
tiple  chrome platin g operations at,  say, .015 " steps with 
in termediate grinding operations .  This extends the time 
of chrome plating and should be investi gated before anv 
chrome platin g is  attempted . 
· 
Chrome plating may also be used to restore j ournal 
or packing surfaces to original size provided that  the 
wear or abrasion or erosion is limited so that the chrome 
plate does not exceed the limit of .007" to .010" radial 
depth .  
The reason f o r  limiting the radial thickness o f  
chrome plating is because if heavy plating is  attempted 
the end j unction of the plating will usually result in a 
"V" n o tch. Although this is of no serious engineering 
consequence, m any customers and insurance inspectors 
will  raise obj ections b ased on the appearance of  this  "V" 
notch. 
A w ay of minimizing this "V" notch effect is  to j oin 
the b o ttom of the underground surface to the shaft surface 
with a double fillet. This, however, extends th e  length 
of th e  chrome plated area ; and this must b e  checked i f  
there a r e  any vibration pickups i n  the area o f  chrome 
plate. We recently had a case where the shaft was 
chrome plated under the pickup which was unknown at 
the time and showed runouts of .0025" at  12 rpm, .0025" 
at 1200 rpm, and .0025" at 12,000 rpm. We were unable 
to  explain this until the chrome plate was discovered. 
Therefore, the principal application of  m etalizin g 
on turbines and associated rotating machinery is for 
building up and restoring to original size, packing and 
j ournal surfaces which have been worn or abraded be­
yond the limits for successful application of chrome plate. 
This can be done but the rotor must be moved to a shop 
equipped with metal spraying, turning, and grinding 
equipment .  Assuming that the shop has adequate equip­
ment and a skilled spray gun operator, the TWO FAC­
TORS MORE RESPONSIBLE FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
METALIZING JOB ARE PROPER PREPARATION OF 
THE SURF ACE AND KEEPING THE SURF ACE 
CLEAN AFTER IT IS  PREPARED. In humid atmos­
pheres, the metal spraying should b e  done immediately 
P R O C E E D I N G S  O F  THE S E C O N D  T C R B O :\I A C H L'\ E R Y  S B I P O S I DI 
af ter  the � u ri ace  is prepa red .  In c e r ta in ins tances met·  
al izi n co:  t r o u b les h ave cle,·eloped hY perm i t t in !! the  pre·  
pared -. u riace to  stand f o r  a m a tter  o f  severa l  hours before 
m e t al iz in!!: .  E1·en f in ger m arks o n  a p repared su rface  
h a1·e resu l ted i n  faul tv j o bs .  Therefore .  the  re fju i remen t 
for  c lean l iness cann o t  be emphasized too s t ronf!lv .  Here 
a!!ain .  be careful to  i n ves t i !:!a t e  whether o r  not th ere are 
, \b r a t i o n  pickups i n  the  a r�a oi the meta l iz in !_!.  \\'e have 
n o d i rec t  e x per ience on h o \\ much th is  11 ould a f fect the  
read i n !!S .  b u t. i f  poss ible .  move the v i bra t ion  p ickups  
so  tha t  th e1· a r e  a t  leas t 1 , · · axial lv  from the metal ized 
or c h rome i) l a ted area .  
, . 
To prepare the s h a ft .  u n d ercu t the  surface to be 
metal ized to a minimum o f  .030" radial  depth ,  extencl i n f!  
t h e  undercu t t ing approxim atelY : \ � "  b e y o n d  b o th end� 
o f  the  weari n g  surface. B e  s ure,  h owever. the under­
cut ti n g  does n�t extend out t o  the  end o f  a shaft shoulder 
as a free metalized end i s  t o  b e  avo ided . O riginal lv  the 
ends of  the undercu tt ing were  dovetai led.  but  recent  ex· 
perience has indicated that  the undercut t inf!  rna\· not be 
filled underneath wi th s p r ayed metal and as such any 
dovetai l in!:!  should be  at a 1 ·erv s l igh t ande-n o t  OYer 
20°. The' corner o f  the un d ercutting' should. not be sharp 
b u t  should have a s l ight  fi l le t .  
.\ rough thread should then b e  chased in the under· 
cut  port ion: being careful tha t  the thread stops and starts 
a t  least l / 32" from the  end of the undercu tting.  This is  
to avoid a thread i n  the c o rn e r  of the u ndercu t t ing which 
may be difficult to fill w i th metal spray.  The cutt ing 
of  the thread should b e  done in one traverse and should 
be j ust  the opposi te  o f  good thread chasin g  pract ice so  as 
to obtain a dragged and torn s urface instead of  a clean · 
cut  surface. Thread s ize  should be abou t 16 threads per 
inch and the tool  should b e  r o u n d  end i nstead of  sharp 
end. No lubricant should be used for the threading and 
the knurl ing  operations .  
After the thread has  b een c h ased, a knu rlin g  tool  
should be very l ightly r u n  over the ends o f  the thread 
in  the oppos i te traverse from the thread. This i s  to 
remo1·e burrs extending above the  top of  the thread and 
thereby preven t lumps i n  the f inal  metal spray.  The 
knurling tool can very l igh tly turn over the tips of the 
thread to  provide additional anchorages, but  care must  
be  exercised to keep this turned-over port ion n o t  over 
.015" ; o therwise, voids m ay be formed under these over· 
hangi n g  edges . 
. 
The shaft is n o w  readv t o  metalize, and the follow­
ing materials are recomme�d e d  for p acking surfaces : 
Metco No.  2 - Metal iz ing Engineerin g Company, 
Long Island C i ty, New York 
S tainless No. 2-Metaliz ing  Company o f  America,  
Chicago, I l l inois 
For bearin g j ournal s u r faces, the followin g materials 
are recommended : 
Spraysteel 1 0  o r  2 5--:Metalizing Engineering Com· 
pany, Long Island City, New York 
Mild carbon steel-About .10 o r  .25 carbon 
The metalizi n g  should be started at  once to avoid 
any rusting starting on the s u rface o f  the prepared metal . 
First, spray the f illets at both ends o f  the undercut using 
a surface speed o f  about 35 feet per minute and with the 
i:'li n  at :1 b o u t  5" from t h e  11 o rk-an din!:! the !:!Un a b o u t  
: ; u o  ;l t e a c h  e n d  to insu re f i l l i n co:  u p
' the' end ��· i th metal  
:' JHav .  \\ ' h e n  b o th ends a r e  cumple ted .  the meta l  can be 
;;pra1 ·ed o n  the  u n dercu t po r t i o n u� in � the  too l  p o s t  to 
hold the �un . The traverse s h o u ld be arranged to  depos i t  
about  . 0 1 0 "  o f  metal  for  each pass  and the t raverse  re­
, ·ersed each  t i me.  The metal  shou id  be bui l t  u p  a p proxi ­
m a te!�· . U 2 0 "  o 1·er  the  desi red rad i u s  and then finish· 
;::r o u n d  t o  s ize .  
:\. recen t developme n t  in  p reparin � the  su rface for 
meta l iz i n �  i m· o lves t h e  use  o f  a special  metal  spraying 
mater i al  h avin g the  t r ade n ame o f  ":3prav Bond ."  \\'e 
h ave n o  d i rect experience 11· i th "5 pra\· Bond." b u t  any  
s h o p  spec ia l i z ing  i n  metaliz i n g  can n o  doubt  g ive  com·  
plete  i n fo r m a t i o n  on th i s  process .  
The above general  n otes are i n tended t o  cover only 
the a p p l i c a t i o n  where metalizi n �  i s  recommended and to  
give a br ief  descri ption of the  techniq ue. The w o rk 
should b e  d o n e  only in shops 11·hich h ave considerable 
experien c e  in  m etalizing. Both o f  the companies n amed 
above h av e  offices i n  the principal c i ties  and can no 
d o u b t  give data on  rel iable shops nearby. 
Complete  h andbo oks on methods o f  preparing shafts .  
metalizin g, and machining the metal ized shafts,  and 
characteristics o f  sprayed metaL can be purchased from 
b oth c ompanies n amed earlier .  
Where an i nsurance carrier is involved, it  i s  ad­
visable t o  c onsult  the insurance carrier  before any w ork 
of thi s  n ature is  attempted. In general,  insurance carriers 
w ill a p prove metalizi n g ; but specif ic c ases should always 
b e  b rought to  their attention before the work h as been 
done .  
OTHER ROTOR REPAIRS 
Other ro tor  repairs such as cracks in welded centri·  
fugal impellers,  blade cracks in  turbine o r  axial flo w  
impellers,  e r o s i o n  and /  or  corrosion w e a r  i n  general  r e ·  
q u i r e  new impellers, new blades, etc.  Unless spare rotors  
o r  spare w h eels are  available.  th is  generally requires 
repairs a t  the factory or  a t  an authorized service shop 
in  the local area.  
I n  some c ases,  minor cracks in welded impellers can 
be repair  welded wi th appropriate heat  treatmen t subse· 
quen t to welding.  Here again this requires s pecial knowl­
edge and facilities usually only available a t  the factory 
o r  a t  an authorized service shop.  
I f  the " turnaround" sequence has been established 
by the results o f  previous inspections,  it i s  usually pos·  
s ible t o  h ave the long-term i tems available usually at  the 
local service shop so  tha t  rotor repairs can b e  c ompleted 
with o u t  undue delay. I n  the event that spare rotors  are 
provided, the rotor to be repaired can be done in  n o rmal 
sequence to b e  ready for  the next  scheduled turnaround 
i n  case  i t  i s  n eeded. 
STATOR REPAIRS 
Stator repairs are usually associated with erosion 
and / or c orrosion o r  from failures resulting from im· 
proper i n s tallation,  operation and repair, o r  faulty han· 
dling.  
For stator repairs ,  i t  is difficult to  generalize as 
condi t ions  vary over a wide ran ge. We will,  therefore, 
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only i n c lude 11 h at m i gh t  b e  c a lled emer�encv rep .1i rs to 
:' t ator  parts such as frac t ured diaph ragms and t o r  c 't s in�s .  
These h a v e  o n  occasions b e e n  repa i red b 1· :'IIeta lock.  b u t  
t h i s  requi res a .\I eta l o c k  expert .  In  s o m e  c ase;; 1 1  here 
s teel p a r ts are  i nvolved. 11 e ld i n g  t o  a degree m i )!h t  be 
emplo �ed .  .\ctua lh· for  fractu res.  s pec i f ic  repa i r tt>ch­
n iques can only be specif ied after a s tudv o f  the  a c t u a l  
fa i lure .  
CASE STl- D l ES 
Erosio n and I or Corrosion-a defense plan t b u i l t  
dur ing  \\' or ld W a r  I I  had several extract ion t u r b i nes. 
These un i ts performed 11 el l  during: the  w a r : b u t  when 
the plan t 11· as shut  down at  the w a r's  end.  the Defense 
Plan t required a complete i n s pection o f  the turb ines be­
fore return i n g  the plan t t o  the govern men t.  
The complete i n s pect ion i nc luding i n ternal i ns pec­
tion sh owed th a t  the condi t ion o f  the turbines '' as a lmost  
i n  an "as new'"  condit ion.  
S ome t ime later the  p lant  was  sold t o  a n o ther  
operator  w h o  ran the plant  for  about  three months  af ter  
w hich the u n i ts were opened u p  and i nspected . I n  th a t  
three-mo n ths'  period, excessive erosion a n d  I o r  c o r rosion 
took place to  the exten t that about  %." d i ameter h oles 
were across the i n ternal  horizontal  spl i t a t  the extract ion 
diaphragm. Other s imilar  severe erosion and / o r  cor­
rosion occurred in the casin g i n  the diaph ragms. The 
casing w as rep.1ired using stainless s teel s trips fas tened 
to the inside o f  the case to  cover over the eroded and / or  
corroded areas-and to give  b ackin g  to the diaphragm 
supports i n  the casing.  Th e  damaged diaphragms had 
t o  be replaced and, i r o nically as I r ecall ,  there was no 
serious d amage to  the blading al though they d i d  show 
some erosion and / or corrosion .  
The f inal  explanation was tha t  the  n ew owner when 
h e  took over the plant i n stalled a completely d ifferent 
feedwater treatmen t from what had been prev i o usly ap­
plied. 
The background in  this c ase is very clear ; but h ad 
the severe erosion and / o r  corrosion occurred in t h e  ini ­
t ia l  operation of the plant, I am certain  the  case would 
n o t  have been as clear even though the materials employed 
o n  these turbines were the s tandard materials used i n  
practically all steam turbines o f  this class. 
Improper Ins tallation-this part icular  case i n volved 
the t h r u s t  bear in!! of a steam turb ine  w h ich fai l ed everY 
\Iondav m o r n i ng at a b o u t  8 : 00 A.\I. \\ h a t  b r ought up 
the  cnse  11 as t h a t  i n  this p a r t icu lar  s ugar mil l  or igi nally 
there had been t1 1  o foreign turb ines ins talled which had 
performed 1 ·en· 11  e l l-w i th no t h r u s t  beari n g  or other 
p roblems.  The th ird  turb ine.  a domestic-made uni t, was 
i n s tal led takina s team from the same header as the or ig­
inal  t11  o turbi�es : and a lmost  immed i a telY thrust  failur�s 
on the  new t u r b i n e  were experienced .  Also almost im­
medi a t e h-. it ,,· as proclaimed that the thrust bearin g 
des i f!n 11· as  i n adequate. 
A c a reful examinat ion o f  the s team pip ing lavout  
I Fi!!ure 5 .  I I after  a b o u t  the  fourth fa i l u re 1 showed f irst  
h o11� the thrust  bearing on the d omest ic  u n i t  c o uld b e  
overloaded.  and s e c o n d  w h v  this  occurred a t  about  8 :00 
A .M. e1·erv :\!ondav m o rnin-g. 
As stated above, this instal lat ion was in a s u gar mill 
11·hich s h u t  down over the week ends at 1rhich time sugar 
s v r u p  l eaked into the condensate svstem i n  evaporators, 
heaters, etc .  The mill  w as s t a r ted u p  each Monday morn­
i n g, and i t  apparen tly took about an hour for the con­
densate c o n ta ining sugar syrup to  be pumped to the 
boiler .  S evere foam i n g  occurred and water was forced 
over i n t o  the s team lines .  
A careful inspection o f  the piping shows tha t  tha t  
p o r t i o n  of  steam goi n g  to the domestic u n i t  carried the 
wate r  d irect to the turbin e : but that on the two foreign 
un i ts ,  the s team c arryin g  the water went straight to the 
mill with o u t  maki n g  the sharp turns to  get to the foreign 
turbin es .  
The obvious correction was the insertion o f  the 
knockou t  d rum directly in line w i th the downcomer from 
the b o i ler-and equipping this drum w i th two large traps. 
This customer h as never suffered a thrust beari n g  failure 
from that date.  
As a further c omment to  this, I could cite other 
cases where similar condit ions existed-all o f  which led 
t o  trouble. 
Improper Operatio n-this c ase involves an ethylene 
plant where the charge gas unit consis ted o f  compressor 
bodies in c ascade with an iso-cooled section in the last 
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Figure 5. Steam Piping Layout. 
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body.  A check \·ah e 11 as i n  the l ine  from the las t  bodv 
i s o -cooler d isch ar£e l eadin !! t o  the  !!as c o o l er .  and o� 
t r ip-out  the check� Y aive w'Ould c loseL. I f  the  uni t  was 
c au gh t  before the ;:peed had decaved too much.  i t  co uld 
be  brough t  back o� the line w i th .  li ttle or no distress. 
IL however, it 11· as impossible to br ing the unit b ack 
on the l ine, the speed would decav to 0 r p m .  The pres­
sure downstream of  the check v alve w o uld b e  main tained 
a t  about full disch arge pressure while the p ressur e  up­
s tream from the check valve would decay rapidly to about 
the suction pressure o f  the f irst  body.  
This resul ted in  two thi n gs .  First ,  the  differen tial  
p ressure across the balance piston would increase ma­
t erially, and the normal upstream thrust  would approach 
bearing would far exceed its capabil i ties and would fail 
on the attempted st artup. The reason for this failure was 
that the customer h ad insisted on a fixed taper  land thrus t  
for the  inactive s ide .  Many peopl e  are o f  the opinion 
that  a fixed taper land bearing h as about the same 
capacity as a tiltin g pad thrust  b earing, and this is true-­
a t  design speed. H owever, a tilting pad can  adj ust  for 
changes in speed whereas a fixed taper land bearin l-'! can­
n ot .  Resultingly a ti lting pad beari n g  was ins talled, and 
this problem eliminated. 
Another problem resulted on this same machine.  The 
arti ficially high differen tial pressure across the iso-cooled 
diaphragm resulted in diaphragm failure .  This was 
c orrected by a steel diaphragm. This should not be  con·  
strued as a design error as the m aximum p ressure differ­
ential for the diaphragm was known b u t  no one con­
sidered the trip-out operation.  I suggest that  this case 
migh t  also be  labeled improper i n stallati o n .  
Improper or  Faulty Maintenance or Repair - off 
hand, I can only refer to missi n g  set screws or failure 
to tighten n u ts in this category.  Actually,  the fact  that  
n o  serious failures can b e  shown in  this c ategory poin ts 
to the fact that most maintenance mechanics are careful 
w orkmen . 
The above case studies, w hich could b e  practically 
duplicated many times, should clearly i n d icate why the 
variable factors between successful and unsuccessful i n ­
s tallations should be carefully investigated before any 
"scheduled" repair work i s  attempted. Also we  would 
like t o  point  out  that the deficiencies were i n  general quite 
simple-and the corrections in some o f  these c ases w ere 
also quite simple. 
BALANCING ROTORS 
We will  n o t  go into the details . o f  balancing rotors 
except to state that  al l  elements o f  a rotor  should first  
b e  b alanced individually-and then fully assembled ; and 
the assembled r o tor balanced in  three planes.  
The residual dvnamic imbalance should b e  corrected 
at the ends of  the r�tor, and the remaining residual static 
imbalance should be corrected at about  the m iddle of the 
r otor. 
.\lost  manufacturers todav !':i\·e al low able l imits for 
resi d u al imbalance .  Here i s  ·a � imple  expression devel­
oped from CF = .\Irw� in  case it i s  no t  speci fied. 
Residual  u n b alance  i n  inch o unces for :2Q <;{ gravitv 
l S  
Inch Ounces . 1125 c��o ) x W  2 
where N is :\I aximum :'-iormal RPl\'1 of ro tor and W is  
rotor  weight i n  pounds .  
Incremental  b alancin g of a ro tor  a fter a l l  the  parts 
have been individual  balanced is n o t  recommended he­
cause of  the w ell-kno w n  fact  that the true center of  the 
rotor  moves about  in a random fashion as heavy shrunk 
wheels are assembled on  the shaft. I f  i t  were n o t  for 
the random m o vement o f  the true center, an assembled 
rotor  w ould n o t  require  any balance correction. Expe­
rience shows this is  n o t  so, so  wi th incremental balancing 
of wheels as  they a r e  assembled-the first  one mav move 
toward, s ay,  12 : 00 s o  that metal must be taken- off at  
1 2 : 00. When the n ext  wheel is shrunk on. the whole 
shaft may move toward 6 :00 ; so now the balancin <Y done 
on the preceding wheel must  be coun ter-balanced �n the 
s econd wheel, remembering that after a wheel is balanced 
n o  fur ther b al ancing i s  permitted on i t .  This can only 
result in couples which c ertainly make this method open 
to question. 
CONCLUS ION 
The b asic repair techniques apply largely to disas­
sembly and assembly o f  turbomachinery units and to  dis­
assembly and assembly of  turbomachinery rotors. The 
assembly o f  seals, thrust  bearings, etc . ,  must follow the 
manufacturer's instructions .  You will note that we have 
to a degree down graded experience. This is because an  
experienced m an is m o re likely TO NOT FOLLOW laid 
down techniques than a c ompletely inexperienced man 
who has n o  way to go except to implicitly follow written 
techniques.  
· 
The best  proof  o f  this we have is that an inexperi­
enced group recen tly assembled a rather complex com­
pressor assembly and did a remarkable j ob.  The instruc­
t ions given to this  gro u p  were substantially the data here­
in .  We w o uld have trouble in duplicating their w ork­
manship .  
I t  is not  the purpose of  these notes to train main­
tenance men to repair  turbomachinery although these 
n otes were o ri gin ally made u p  for this purpose. Our 
purpose is  to o u tline these repairs to acquaint operating  
people o f  what can b e  done i f  repairs become n ecessary 
for any reason and how these repairs can b e  properly 
handled. The most important point, in  my j udgment,  is 
if  excessive m ain tenace c osts are encoun tered-D.on't start  
out  by replacing these p arts until the reasons for the 
failure of  these p arts h as b een determined. 
The b as ic philosophy i s  "correct the cause i f  at all 
p ossible-D.o not attempt to  minimize the effect." 
(.c.. 
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